FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Zetron Partners with DAMM Australia to Integrate
Mission Critical Communications Systems
Brisbane, Australia, November 22, 2019 – Zetron, a global leader in integrated mission critical communications
technology, today announced a new integration between its ACOM Command & Control system and popular radio
base stations from DAMM Cellular Systems. DAMM TetraFlex® solutions are deployed across multiple countries
globally and currently makes up more than 80% of the TETRA infrastructure in Australia.
The new integration enables ACOM Command & Control customers to seamlessly interoperate with TetraFlex®
Systems, as well as DAMM’s MultiTech BS422 base station, which features TETRA, DMR Tier III, TEDS and
Analog technologies in one core-connected system, expanding the mission critical communications networks of
organizations using both companies’ technologies.
“In addition to our core market similarities, Zetron and DAMM also share some important core business objectives
that make the integration a logical fit,” said Ranjan Bhagat, Vice President and General Manager, Zetron Australasia.
“We have focused for decades on enabling interoperability in mission critical environments where heterogeneous
technology systems and devices are the norm.”
Zetron and DAMM serve similar mission critical communications markets in transportation, utilities, public
safety and natural resources across Australasia. In Australia, ACOM Command & Control is used to manage
communications at thousands of control room operator positions, while DAMM serves over 150 large-scale projects,
with 2,000 TETRA nodes and 8,000 digital channels deployed across the country.
“Radio networks across Australasia are often highly complex given the geographical, economic and technological
diversity across the regions,” said Mark Wood, Director, DAMM Australia. “Integrating our leading mission critical
platforms will provide tremendous benefits to shared customers of DAMM and Zetron in further simplifying and
unifying their communications requirements.”
For more information, visit the Zetron (#73) and DAMM Australia (#71) booths at Comms Connect 2019 at the
Melbourne Convention and Exhibition Centre on November 27th and 28th.

About Zetron, Inc.

Zetron has been designing and manufacturing integrated mission critical communications systems since 1980.
Its offerings include NG9-1-1 call taking, CAD, mapping, dispatch, voice logging, fire station alerting, and location
service systems. They are expandable, interoperable, and able to support geo-diverse operations. What’s more,
Zetron backs its products with technical support, training, and project management services known for their skill
and responsiveness. With offices in the United States, the United Kingdom, and Australia, and a global network
of partners, resellers, and system integrators, Zetron has installed thousands of systems and tens of thousands
of console positions worldwide. Zetron is a wholly owned subsidiary of JVCKENWOOD Corporation. For more
information, visit: www.zetron.com.
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About DAMM Cellular Systems

DAMM is a world-leading provider of scalable, flexible and user-friendly digital radio infrastructure systems to
industrial, commercial and public safety customers. Built for the future of critical communications, the DAMM
MultiTech Platform enables voice and data communication across technologies, including TETRA, TEDS, DMR and
Analog in one single system. With over 35 years of experience in critical radio and broadband communication,
we take the lead through superior engineering and a constant focus on customer needs and reduced complexity.
To find out more about DAMM or any aspect of our solutions or services, visit www.dammcellular.com, or www.
damm-aus.com.au.
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